Methods of coding information and representing it in the form of data are rarely discussed outside of software manuals and introductory courses in statistical analysis. This is a shame, as the methods used for coding are very important for analysis and sharing data between different software packages (for example, spreadsheet, statistical and graphical packages). The purpose of this paper is to provide a method for coding that accurately represents information in an explicit way allowing this information to be shared between software packages and researchers.
Where there are a large number of different categories (school identifier or subject, for example), unordered categorical data is commonly represented using numeric codes. As these data are unordered categorical, they should be represented using text rather than numeric identifiers whenever possible (for example, rather than coding subject as 1, 2, 3, 4... 50, it is preferable to use text labels such as "subj01", "subj02", "subj03", "subj04",... "subj50", as this coding scheme explicitly identifies the data as categorical). The coding (or identification) of categorical variables using text as opposed to numbers may in fact be essential before certain analyses can be applied. For example, using R, a variable designating "subject" in a repeated measures design has to be identified as categorical if this variable is to be analysed appropriately. Although this can be achieved using an internal software command, the easiest way to do this is to explicitly code the "subject" variable in the data set using text labels.
Ordered Categories:
Ordered categorical information poses some challenges for coding and analysis (for example, see Hutcheson and Moutinho, 2008) . With ordered categories, both the categorical nature of the information and the order need to be encoded explicitly. For example, the responses "very good", "good", "neither good nor bad", "bad", "very bad" can be represented in a data set as separate categories using text labels. This can, however, cause some difficulty when constructing bar charts (the bars may be arranged according to alphabetical order, which may not accurately represent the order in the attribute) or using any technique that requires the order in the data to be appropriately represented (for example, the proportional odds regression model). Although the order in the variable may be able to be represented using a hidden code, the easiest (and safest) way to deal with this is to explicitly code the order in the variable using a number alongside a text label. Using this scheme, the five categories above can be appropriately represented as "1.very.good", "2.good", "3.neither.good.nor.bad", "4.bad" and "5.very.bad". This coding scheme will ensure that the data are categorical and will also explicitly preserve the order in the categories.
For some statistical and graphical operations, it can be useful to regard ordered categorical data as continuous (when applying factor analysis or when ordered data are included as explanatory variables in regression models, for example) provided that appropriate codes are used to represent the variable (see Hutcheson and Sofroniou, 1999 , for a discussion about numerically coding ordered categorical data). Ordered categorical information might therefore need to be represented as both ordered categorical and as numeric data. The two different coding schemes are best represented as two distinct variables in the data set rather than a single variable with additional "hidden codes". Although this double coding might appear to be a lot of effort, a duplicate code can be simply applied by copying the original variable (however it is coded) and then applying a global substitution to change the values (see, for example, Spector, 2008) . Table 1 below shows an example data set that has used a straight forward coding scheme for representing "attitude" as ordered categories (attitude.ordered) so that an ordered regression model can be applied and as numeric data (attitude.continuous) so that the 'average' attitude may be represented in a bar chart.
Numeric information:
Numeric information (for example, weight, salary and time) is perhaps the easiest data to code as there is often a direct link between the attribute being measured and the numeric representation of the attribute. In certain circumstances, data may also be considered to be continuous even when it is recorded using discrete categories. As a rough rule of thumb, if the data come from an underlying continuous distribution, with a relatively large number of categories and with intervals between successive ratings being at least approximately similar (see Sarle, 1995) , the recorded data may be considered to be continuous, at least for some statistical purposes. Although it is important for a continuous variable that has been categorised to have a relatively large numbers of categories, there are instances where one might wish to regard data as continuous even when relatively few categories have been recorded. For example, in the case of factor analysis, it is common to regard ordered Likert-type scales as continuous data (see Hutcheson and Sofroniou, 1999: pg.222 ) even though these scales might only be constructed using very few categories.
Missing Data:
Missing data provides some challenge for coding, particularly as this information is often represented using a numeric code associated with a hidden indicator (i.e., all missing data may be coded as -999 with an internal instruction to the software program that all data coded as -999 is ignored for the purpose of analysis). It is proposed here that the easiest and safest way to code missing data is to code it explicitly using a categorical label such as "NA" (although one needs to be careful that NA is not used as a category indicator for actual data as this can cause problems when manipulating the data file using global substitutions etc.). The software package will recognise the NA codes and treat these data as missing.
If there are different types of missing data (for example, "not applicable" and "won't answer" for a question about salary), it can be difficult to code this information in a single variable as there are essentially two pieces of information -one continuous (the amount of salary) and one categorical (why the data are missing). The simplest and safest way to deal with this is to code information about salary into two variables, one that codes the continuous information about salary level and one that codes the categorical information about the question response. Information about the variable "salary" is shown represented using two variables in Table  1 below. Using these variables we are able to model salary as a continuous variable using "salary.con" (for example, in an OLS regression model) and also investigate the different response categories for the missing data using "salary.miss" (for example, is gender related to a refusal to answer rather then not applicable?). Explicitly representing information about missing data categories increases the number of variables in the data set, but avoids the need to use hidden codes to represent the information and makes the coding of all missing data explicit. The explicit coding of missing data is sometimes referred to as a 'shadow matrix' and is an important concept when using interactive graphics to investigate relationships in data (see, for example, Cook and Swayne, 2007) .
Example.
The following example shows how different types of data and missing codes can be represented in a single data frame. The following scheme uses the text label "NA" to indicate missing data. The variable "attitude" is coded into three columns of data; attitude.ord, which codes the ordered information, attitude.con which codes the information about attitude as continuous and attitude.miss, which codes the types of answers elicited (the missing data). The variable 'salary' is also coded using multiple data columns; salary.con which codes salary as continuous data and 'salary.miss' which codes the type of answers elicited (the missing data). As the variable 'gender' has only one missing value of importance it does not require an additional missing code variable. The different codes are required for different analyses and graphs. For example, 'attitude.ord' can be modelled directly as an ordered variable using a proportional odds model; 'attitude.con' can be used if this attitude is to be investigated using a technique requiring numeric data such as factor analysis and 'attitude.miss' can be used for an analysis of the responses and missing data. These three different representations of attitude are shown in the figure below in three graphs that illustrate the use of the three different coding schemes.
Figure 1: Graphics utilising data presented in Table 1 Conclusion Methods used for coding data are very important for analysis and for sharing data between different software packages. It is useful to code data in a systematic way without the use of 'hidden' codes or special characters which may only be utilised by particular software programs.
